January – PS & K Lesson Plan

Practical life: (Winter theme)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Push pinning:- snowman, winter hat, Teddy bear
Hole punching:- snowman, mitten
Pouring:- Rice and white beads
Tonging:- Ice cubes, acorns
Scrubbing:- Snowman
Shoe tying activity
Rolling napkins activity
Pouring water activity

Math:
1. Squirrels matching 1-10 numbers
2. Squirrels matching with acorns (1-10) numbers
3. Snowflakes counting and matching with numbers(1-5) ( number to quantity association)
Sensorial:
1.
2.

Revision of all sensorial work
Experiments on five senses

Science:
1. Solar system- Discussion and coloring mini books and worksheets
2. Discussion about season- Winter, months in winter, weather in winter, animals and their activities
in winter, what is hibernation, what happens to plants in winter, what days and holidays come in
winter (i.e., Christmas, New Year, Valentine’s Day, Groundhog day).
3. Discussion about early winter, mid winter and end winter months.
4. Discussion about different types of rocks, how they are formed, what is erosion and how it is
caused, what factors cause erosion, what typed of rocks float.
5. Discussion about North pole, arctic pole, arctic tundra, life in tundra, what animal life is there,
people on arctic, what they are called and how they survive.
6. Discussion about south pole- Antarctica. How is the weather there, about winter and summer in
Antarctica.
7. Discussion about “water cycle”. Discussed precipitation, condensation and evaporation process.
8. Coloring water cycle worksheet.

Geography and History:
1. Discussion about U.S.A. map and states of U.S.A. and their capitals
2. Counting with continents globe work

3. Discussion directions in the map.
4. Discussed Martin Luther King Junior day (history)
Pre language:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Ordering and sequencing activity
Small-medium-large activity cards
Go-together cards matching
Tense sequencing activity cards
Pattern matching activity
Sequencing activity
Classification of objects
Classifying animals, fruits, vegetables and insects

Art and craft:
1. Snowman craft with marshmallows or cotton balls

